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The book covers complete delineations of all major transits - in conjunction with, sextile, square, trine and opposition - which takes place between Sun Transit, The Moon and all planets to each planet in the natal charts and Ascendant and Midheaven Delineations, as well as the complete delineations of each planet transit every natal chart home. These 720 lucid delineations are
full of insights for both professional and beginner astrologers. The book has comprehensive and amazing coverage of transit, all well organized from interior to planet with page end tabs for the convenient location of each planet. Transit is an often misunderstood and ignored aspect of the chart interpretation, but with this book, you will learn more about the influence and how it
relates between each planet. Every aspect is covered in a professional way and no no new person will have no problem finding meaning for each planetary transit, whether to interpret the natal chart, to plan and write a horoscope. Of course the mathematical formula is given at the beginning of the book so you can find every aspect, in case you decide to do it the old way, but with
today's computer software, very simple aspects are found, that this book acts as a great tool only when you need interpretation. I highly recommend this book for anyone interested in astrology! The book covers complete delineations of all major transits - in conjunction with, sextile, square, trine and opposition - which takes place between Sun Transit, The Moon and all planets to
each planet in the natal charts and Ascendant and Midheaven Delineations, as well as the complete delineations of each planet transit every natal chart home. These 720 lucid delineations are full of insights for both professional and beginner astrologers. ISBN-13: 9780924608261 Publisher: Schiffer Publishing, Ltd. Publication Date: 02/07/2002 Edition Description: 2 Pages: 544
Sales Rank: 67,602 Product dimensions: 9.25(w) x 6.50(h) x (d) Age Range: 15 - 18 Years 20% off Showing 1-30 Start your review of Planet in Transit: Life Cycle for Life Apr 21, Jeanne 2012 evaluates it amazing This is the basic book for astrological studies, well now, because it was 25 years ago. Robert Hand is outstanding and is able to set complex astrological themes in clear
and simple form. June 08, 2011 Jonathan Martin evaluated it was amazing I called the 'transit bible' was invaluable in my astrology review and in determining the cycles and patterns of my life - and the lives of others! The amount of information and interpretation collected here is impressive, cleverly written and provides good advice to delve deeper into one's mind psychology. It
gives a taste and inspiration, especially during a difficult period, since we come to realize all the flows in the cycle, nothing forever and the so-called 'transit bible' has been invaluable in my astrology studies and in determining the cycles and patterns of my life - and the lives of others! The amount of information and interpretation collected here is impressive, cleverly written and
provides good advice to delve deeper into one's mind psychology. It gives a sense of assurance and inspiration, especially during a difficult period, since we come to realize everything flows in cycles, nothing lasts forever and there is always something to learn or profit from the experiences we have in life. ... Over Jan 30, 2019 Natali rated it was amazing that I was taken to bring
this book around the house, in my car, on the way. It is a very visionaries reference guide to transit in your natal astrological chart. Hands begin by making the point that transit is not intended to predict your future. They aim to help you create your own reality based on the spirit of support or challenge. This is not the fate of the old world that tells. It's the personal empowerment of
the new world, although the book is quite old now. I kind of hope it's my own app that I've taken to bring this book around the house, in my car, on the way. It is a very visionaries reference guide to transit in your natal astrological chart. Hands begin by making the point that transit is not intended to predict your future. They aim to help you create your own reality based on the spirit
of support or challenge. This is not the fate of the old world that tells. It's the personal empowerment of the new world, although the book is quite old now. I kind of hope it is his own application. I admit, I read the first few chapters but then quickly realized that subsequent chapters on each planet were not intended to be read like a novel. They are meant to be referred and I have
found myself obsessively doing so lately and showing my husband how accurate the description of transit is in our lives! ... Over Oct 22, 2018 Danny judged it didn't like it I took this because the author, however I wasn't impressed. Robert Hand then medieval and classic astrological works fared better. August 22, 2020 Jillian evaluates it is amazing Every serious astrologer needs
this on their shelves. I appreciate how Hands expresses the toughest transit and the possibility of a more growing expression. I also like how Hands describe small aspects with details. Jan 21, 2016 Will Harrison evaluate it is amazing I am using this at all times &amp; will do so for the rest of the :) I've had this for about 4 years or so, an important tool for any tropical astrologer
&amp; one that gives more &amp; more time happens ... I have yet to read every word here because some of our transit doesn't experience until a way later in life (if at all) but I'm looking forward to exploring all these themes offering :) I use this book all the time &amp;; will do for the rest of my life :) I've had this for about 4 years or so, an important tool for any tropical astrologer
&amp; one that gives more &amp; more time happens ... I have yet to read every word here because some of our transits don't experience until a way later in life (if at all) but I'm looking forward to exploring all these themes offering :) ... Over Feb 15, 2013 Ellen judged it really liked it This was a classic that was supposed to be on the bookshelves of every astrologer. It's a great
reference job to learn about the possibility of transit meaning, although it needs to be read along with the birth chart, an important point that gets too little emphasis. Jan 26, 2016 Austin evaluates it is amazing bibles for transit, although transit doesn't actually make predictions, they can show you how you will feel about your life on a given phase. It is an important read and
reference for any budding astrologer! Ty rates it is amazing Feb 07, 2013 Georgina Nunez rated it really liked it March 12, Robin 2017 rated it really liked it August 22, 2012 Kat Starwolf rated it amazing Dec 22, 2019 Kerry rated it amazing Apr 11, 2013 Daphne judged it amazing 1
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